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As a collective voice for the animal protection community

in India, FIAPO unites all animal protection organisations

nationwide to exchange ideas, build expertise and take

action to strengthen the animal rights movement in the

country. FIAPO works with over 160 member

organisations, 200 supporter organisations and over 1000

activists in more than 70 cities across India. FIAPO is the

largest Federation in the country and one of the largest

movement-building organisations in the world.

FIAPO  (FEDERATION  OF  INDIAN  ANIMAL

PROTECTION  ORGANISATIONS )  IS  INDIA ’S

LEADING  ANIMAL  PROTECTION  BODY. 



VISION AND MISSION STATEMENTS

VISION: Recognition and respect for animal rights in society.

MISSION: To enable and empower animal protectors to achieve

animal rights, and to work collectively as a unified voice by

developing, promoting, and exchanging ideas, information and

resources in support of the animal rights movement.



FIAPO is able to achieve new heights for animals by bringing

people together for animals, by gathering and distributing

information, engaging in activities that promote animal rights,

and acting as a resource and information centre for all animal

protection organisations. FIAPO connects people locally,

regionally, and nationally by facilitating expertise and

assistance. FIAPO acts as an enabler for animal rights

organisations, activists and volunteers and thus helps create

better and more wholesome lives for animals.

HOW WE WORK



Milestones en route adopting a plant-based, cruelty-free lifestyle!

93 million consumers reached with this message!

Individual outreach, one-to-one, half a million 

FARMED ANIMALS
Working with Consumers 



Anushka Manchanda attended an open-mic

event in Delhi, which was open to the public

for them to share their views and experiences

related to veganism.

Means: We reached out to a number of influencers to

encourage their social media followers to sign up for our

trademark 21-Day Challenge. 

Sign up HERE!

SUPPORTING GRASSROOTS ACTIVISM

http://www.fiapo.org/dontgetmilked/home/21-day-vegan-challenge/


‘Have a Heart’ introduced and adopted by FIAPO in April’19 took place in 30 cities around the
country.

Chalk activism, Video outreach, Erase the Divide, Vegan Potluck, a Community Building
Workshop took us to a regional tour of Southern India, in Vishakapatnam, Hyderabad,
Vijayawada, Mysore, and Mangalore! 
FIAPO served as the knowledge partner for the Shimla to Chandigarh marathon.



Dairy Investigations in Andhra Pradesh

Multiple, thorough dairy investigations conducted in Andhra Pradesh to solidify our approach towards

introduction of guidelines in the dairy industry. 20 dairies were investigated in Ananthpur,

Nellore, Vijaywada, Kakinada, Vizag, Vizianagaram.

Dedicated efforts of Advocacy and Lobbying were undertaken by FIAPO in Uttar Pradesh, Andhra

Pradesh, and Uttarakhand in order to introduce sex-sorted semen for artificial insemination; and for

setting aside government funds for the rehabilitation of gaushalas to take in stray/abandoned cattle.

Currently pursuing litigation in UP for passing regulations in dairies.

Working with the Government for

Better Farmed Animal Policies



Litigation Filed in Uttar Pradesh for Better Conditions of Dairies

FIAPO works with government of Uttar

Pradesh for local capacity building. More than

a 100 government authorities, dairy farmers

and gaushala owners participated. This has

helped the attendees and stakeholders

understand the need for animal-friendly

regulations



Enforcement of slaughter rules in commercial meat shops, impacting small animals and birds

consumed for food has so far helped FIAPO  triumph in obtaining action – several illegal meat

shops shut! Notices sent to others! Butchery tools confiscated from more.

In order to use new-age technology for social betterment purposes, a user-friendly app for filing

complaints easily via an android phone has been developed and circulated within activists now, to

encourage and support people to look out for illegal meat shops.

SIX cities, 100s of volunteers,

SEVERAL meat shops shut!



Mentored HUNDREDS of volunteers to alert us and to file complaints

against illegal meat shops in their cities.

 

Bangalore addresses slaughter cruelty through unconventional means:

posting of creatives, posters, and pictures on auto-rickshaws. Spread

awareness on the harm caused by illegal meat shops. 



Discussions underway with 10 new business ventures

offering vegan alternatives in India! 

FIAPO has profiled them as per their needs,

product offerings and scale of operation. These businesses

will receive support from FIAPO through expert advice,

mentoring, networking support, workshops and webinars

depending on their specific needs. The goal is to not only

maximize their profits and hence encourage more

Vegan/Cruelty-free ventures, but to also overall bring about

a positive shift in lifestyle towards a plant-based diet.

Working with the Industry



Educated OVER 34 THOUSAND students about dog-bite prevention, dog behavior and
rabies prevention in 4 districts of Trivandrum, Ernakulam, Lucknow and Chandigarh. 

Over SIX THOUSAND dog bite victims counseled by FIAPO's coordinators to mitigate any
negative attitudes that they might have developed against dogs.

Students encouraged to establish a peaceful co-existence with street dogs and animals
actioning our signature, multi-pronged approach of listening, comprehending, and
explaining.

COMPANION ANIMALS



On-ground involvement in rescue missions;

First-aid extended to 677 animals by activists in the past 11 months. 

Our 455-member strong community caretakers nurtured by us to

become first responders in any distress situation namely in Trivandrum,

Ernakulam, Lucknow, and Chandigarh helped with this. 

Several volunteers inducted to be a part of the Rabies Free India model

in these districts 

Regular assessment of the effectiveness of the programs underway. 



Inducted over 50 new members to our network, and we are 160 MEMBERS strong today. 

Registered more than 300 individual activists. 

A Legal Helpline started for the benefit of all members in order to provide them more

informed assistance and servicing. 

MOVEMENT BUILDING



Talk about Plant-based living for the Rights of Farmed animals - At Lady Sri Ram College,
attended by nearly 35 LSR students of the NSS batch 2019-2020, all of them became volunteers
with us.
 LSR Food tasting event - We talked with nearly 70 LSR students there freely about plant-based
nutrition and plant-based living.
 Hyderabad Workshop on Plant-based advocacy and activism - 15 participants, media coverage
received.  
IIT Delhi - Talk about Plant-based living for the Rights of Farmed animals - 120 students
attended. Signed up for becoming a volunteer and to take 21 day challenge as well.

2 Regional Bootcamps conducted in Ahmedabad and Kochi involving over 70 activists from the
West zone and South zone each.

Talks and Workshops to Promote Plant-Based Lifestyle

Capacity Building



Legal workshop in Delhi FIAPO office: empowering activists about the legal provisions about
the illegal slaughter
 IIT Delhi - Talk about Rights of Farmed animals and illegal slaughter - 120 students
attended.
Public Health Foundation of India, Gurugram: about Rights of Farmed animals and illegal
slaughter
Bangalore: empowering activists about the legal provisions to prevent the illegal slaughter
Kolkata: 3 workshops were arranged on Rights of Farmed animals and illegal slaughter
Bhubaneswar: 4 workshops were arranged on Rights of Farmed animals and illegal
slaughter
Chennai: 1 workshop was arranged on Rights of Farmed animals and illegal slaughter
Hyderabad: 1 workshop was arranged on Rights of Farmed animals and illegal slaughter

Workshops on Stopping Slaughter Cruelty.



Approached and convinced 50 MPs to propose issues pertaining to animal welfare in the

Parliament!

Several Members of the Parliament were super supportive of our asks. We are now working with

them to institute policy changes. 

Working with Influencers



Enabled people engaged in
fieldwork and on ground to help
animals in distress –legally or by

connecting them to relevant links to
provide immediate aid to animals in

need. 

LEGAL AFFAIRS



NEWS COVERAGE



NEWS COVERAGE



NEWS COVERAGE



NEWS COVERAGE
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